
HOW TO WRITE A GOOD PERSONAL REFERENCE LETTER

Review examples of character and personal recommendation letters for a variety While letter samples are a great
starting point for your own letter, you should.

List a description of the traits that make the person recommendable. Remain positive. If your history with the
candidate does not make you an ideal reference, you should advice them to look elsewhere for their letter. In
the body of your letter, focus on one or two qualities in this person that make him or her a good fit for the job.
Describe how you know the student, how long you know them, how many semesters you've taught them, and
the name of those classes. Greg has been volunteering as assistant coach for the past two years. Before
agreeing to write a character reference letter, be sure that you can write a positive and honest letter. These
qualities could include things like dedication, communication skills , leadership abilities , positive attitude,
efficiency, commitment to quality and other relevant soft skills. Tell her what job you're applying for, how to
submit the letter, and the deadline for submission. Keep It Short Your character reference letter should not be
multiple pages long. You do not want them to simply copy and paste a sample letter. Be as specific as
possible. A recommendation letter should be tailored to both the person being recommended and to the
position or responsibilities involved. Focus on the job description. It should be someone who knows you well,
and who can speak to your positive qualities. Any advice on how to request for a letter of recommendation? A
volunteer supervisor, neighborhood parent for whom you have babysat, or close friend of many years would
be excellent choices. Working with youth sports has also given Greg the opportunity to develop customer
service skills. Write your address in the top right section of the letter, followed by a spelled out date. You can
teach skills on the job. The Queen need not make an appearance.


